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and
22qg < O,
trom which the result follows.
·Far g>j-Cq-/q). Ihara's result lS better thF4l Serre's.
4. THE ESSENTIAL IDEA IN A PARTICULAR CASE
Let'Cbe as In §2. but consider it as a curve aver K. the algebraic
closure of K - GF(q), AIso suppose that 'C lS embedded in the
pIane PG(2,K) and let ~ be the Frobenius map given by
where P(x
o
,x 1 ,x 2) is the point of the pIane with coordinate vectar
(x
o
,x 1 ,x 2). Then
'6= V(F)
- {P(x
o
,x l ,x 2 ) I F(x o 'x 1 ,x 2 ) = O }
for some form F in K[X
o
'X 1 ,X2]. Also 'C~='C and the points of
CC rational aver GF(.q) are exactly the fixed points of cp on C(j' •
Far
P i 5
any non-singu!rlf point tangent Tp at
T = V(
P
In affine coordinates,
. -c,'
+ ---- Xl +
eX 1
T - V( ~ (x-a) + :bf (x-b))p da o
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where f(x,y) = F(x,y,l),
Instead af looking at fixed points of <p • let us look at the
the GF(q)-rational points of 'C,
set of points such that p ~ e As P E this set contains
rhen
- -f + (xq-x)f + (yq-y)f
x xx yx
and
hy = -f + (xq-x)fi<Y + (yq-y)fyy •y
So V(h) and V(f) have a common tangent at any GF(q)-rational point
of ~ that is non-singular. So, if N is the number of GF(q)-rational
points of'C and the degree of f is d. then Bézout' 5 theorem implies.
when f is not a campanent of h, that
(d+q-l)d - deg h deg f
I
= suro of the intersection numbers at
the points of V(f)" V(h)
> 2N.
Hence N < ict(d+q-l).
Now. suppose that V(f) is a component of V(h), or equivalently
that h=O as a function an V(f). Therefore
(xq-x)fx/fy + (yq-y) = o.
(xq-X)~ - (yq-y) = O.
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Oifforentinting gl',es
(xq-x) ddX2~ - il
x
- d (q ) Odx dx y -y -
we abtain that+~ddXRemembering that
- O.
Since il:dx it follows that
-2
-f y
THEDREM 4.1
d2 yIf -2 t: O. that 1s, W i·5 not alI inflexions and
dx
odd. then N 1 d(d+q-I) .(j 15 < 2·
In f ne t q : O can ;',r ; v aceur when '{f... -
dx
1s a line or the characte
ri~.tjç ':J < d. For example. when f
. -
rp +1 1y + • then CC 1s alI
inflexions. A (lrlrticular CHse of this phenomenon 1s the Hermitian
( l.ir\'~; + ;' when q 1S a square.
Since every curve of genus 3 can be embedded in the pIane as
fI. non-singular Quartic, ~';e can see how theorem 4.1 compiires with
Serre's bound for Nq (3) A.rld its actual value.
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Thus, for q odd with q :5- 19 and q # 3 or 9, the theorem glves
the bes t possible result. A curve achieving N9(3) is ~2.9'
5, WEIERSTRASS POINTS IN CHARACTERISTIC ZERO,
First consider the canonical curve -€2g-2 of genus g > 3 In
PG(g-l ,a:). The Weierstrass points. W-points far short, are the
points at which the osculating hyperplane has g coincident interse-
ctions. In this case, with w the number of W-points
2w = g(g -1).
In Finy case.
with the lower bounded achieved only far hyperelliptic curves.
A curve of genus g> 1 is !!.ì'.Perelliptic if it has a linear series
Y} (a 2-sheeted covering) on it; far example, a pIane quartic
with a double paint. lt has equation
y2 = f(x)
with genus g = [l(d-l)] where d = deg f,
Consider the case g=3 of the canonical curve ~4. a non-singular
pIane quartic. The W-points are the 24 inflexions. We note that
